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CONVOLUTIONS OF MEASURES ATTRACTED TO
STABLE MEASURES ON BANACH SPACES

DONG M. CHUNG AND SOON JA RANG

1. Introduction and Notation

Let Band B* denote a real separable Banach space with the norm II . II
and its topological dual, respectively. By <x, x') we shall denote the
dual pairing between Band B*. By a probability (prob.) measure on
B we shall always mean that it is defined on J5 (B), i. e. the smallest
a-algebra containing all the open sets (in norm topology) of B. If f.l

and v are two prob. measures on B, the convolution of f.l and v is
defined by

f.l * v(E) = tf.l(E-x)dv(x)

for every E E J5 (B) . The symbol f.l*n will denote f.l convoluted n times
with itself. For xEB, o(x) will denote degenerate prob. measure
concentrated at the point x. By Rand R + we shall denote the set of
real numbers and positive real numbers, respectively. For any aER+,
Taf.l is defined to be the prob. measure on B given by Taf.l(E) =f.l(a-1

E) for every E E J5 (B). The characteristic functional of f.l is defined by
the formula

t1(x') = tei<x,x'>df.l(x)

for every x' EB*. It is well known that the characteristic functional
determines uniquely the prob. measure.

We say that f.l is stable (prob.) measure of index a (O<a:S;;2) on B
if for any a, b, ER+, there exist a number cER+ with ca= (aa+ba)
and an element x E B such that

Taf.l * Tbf.l=Tcf.l * o(x).

A sequence {f.lnl of prob. measures on B is said to converge weakly a
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prob. measure f.l (in symbols, lim f.ln=f.l or f.ln~f.l) on B if for every
.~co

bounded continuous real valued function f on B

tf d,un~tfdf.l.

We say that a non-degenerate probability measure 1.1 on B belongs to
the domain of attraction of a non-degenerate prob. measure f.l of index
a(O<as2), denoted by lJED(a) if there exist a sequence {an} in R+,
called normalizing coefficients, and a sequence {xn} in B, called centering
vectors such that

lim Ta.lJ*n * 0(x,,) =,u.
• ~co

It is known in [3J that stable measures and only stable measures have
nonempty domain of attraction.

The purpose of this paper is to show that if AED(a) and 'J)ED(f3)
where O<as.8s2, and if {an} and {bIt} are normalizing coefficients
respectively of ;( and 1.1, then;( * 'J)ED(a) and its normalizing coefficients
are {(an-a+bn- a)-lIa}. This result extends a result, due to Tucker [7J
proved in real line R to a real separable Banach space setting.

2. Preliminaries

In this section we collect necessary definitions and some known results
which will be needed in this paper.

DEFINITION 2. 1. A function V is said to be regulary varying with
exponent r (- 00 <r<00) if it is real-valued, positive and measurable
on [a, 00) for some a>O, and if for each x>o,

I" V(tx)
1m =xT•

'-co U(t)

A function L which is regulary varying with r=O is called slowly
varying.

It can be shown that V( . ) is regulary varying if and only if it can
be written in the form

Vex) =xTL(x)

where -oo<r<oo and L( . ) is slowly varying.

LEMMA 2.2 [5J. Let L, L1 and L2 denote slowly varying functions.
Then the following holds
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(1) for any 0>0, x-oL(x)-O as x_oo.
(2) LO for any oER, L 1+L2, L 1 • ~ and LdL2 are also slowly

varying functions.

LEMMA 2.3 [2]. Let f.l be a prob. 11U!asure on B. Then f.l is stable
of index a (0<a~2) if and only if either, for every x' EB*

(1) ,t2(x') =exp{i(xo, x')- ~ (Tx', x')} if a=2

where Xo E Band T is the covariance operator from X* into X, or
(2) there exists a finite Borel measure F on S= {xEB : IIxll=l} and

a vector xoEB such that for every x'EB*

,t2 (x') =exp {i(xo. x') - Is<s, x')dF(s) +iC (a, x')}

where

(

tan ~aSs<s,x')I<s,x')la-l dF(s) if a~l
C(a x') =, ~J <s, x')logl <s, x') I dF(s) if a=l.

7l: s

If f.l is a stable measure on B of index a. in view of Lemma 2. 3,
we shall denote it by fl.= [2, xo, TJ when a=2, and by fl.= [a, Xo. F]
when 0<a<2.

Let fl. be an infinitely divisible prob. measure on B. Then it is
known [6] that for any t>O, there exists an infinitely divisible probe
measure v. denoted by fl.t, on B such that v(x') = (,t2 (x') ) t for every
x'EB*.

LEMMA 2. 4 [lJ. Let fl. be an infinitely divisible prob. measure on B.
Then fl. is stable of index a(0<a~2) if and only if for any t>O, there
exists a vector xtEB such that fl.t=Tt-1/afl. *o(xt).

3. Convolutions of measnres in the domain of attraction of
stable measures and their normalizing coefficients.

In this section we investigate the following problem: If AED(a) and
vED (fJ) where 0<a~fJ~2, and if {an} and {bn} are normalizing
coefficients, then what can be said about the domain of attraction and
the normalizing coefficients for A* v? We first begin with a lemma.

LEMMA 3. 1. Let v be in D(a) with normalizing coefficients {an} and
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centering vectors {xn}. Then there exists a slowly varying function L
defined on [1,(0) such that an=n-l! aL(n) for every positive .integer n.

Proof. For any u~ 1, we define b(u) =a[u], where [uJ denotes the
integral part of u. Then for any t>O and x'EB*, we have

O[ut] (b(ut)x') 'ei<:J:[st} x'>

= (O[u] (b(u) . b(ut) x'} . /< ~(~{) X[s], Xl» [ut]/ [u] .ei<Z[s]' x'>
b(u)

where - [utJ Hut) S'Z[u]-X[ut]--r;er' b(u) X[u]' lllce

lim v[ut] (b (ut) X') ·ei<X[st]oX'>=.u(x')
s-'"

for every x'EB* and [utJ/[u]-t, it follows that for every x'EB*,
lim (O[u] (b(u) x') ·i<Z[u],z'» [ut]/ [u]=.ut(x').
s-'"

Hence by using the same arguments as in [1, p.214J, there exist
c(t) ER+ and xtEB such that

b(ut) ( ) d· t (b(u) - c t an f1.= Tc<t)f.t *0 Xt).

From this along with Lemma 2.4 we have c(t)=rlla(0<a~2). This
shows that b ( .) is a regularly varying function on [1, (0). Hence there
exists a slowly varying function L on [1,(0) such that b(u) =u- lI aL
(u). Therefore we have a slowly varying function L on [1,(0) such
that an=n-1/aL(n) for every positive integers n.

THEOREM 3.2. Let AED(a) and I)ED(/3), where 0<a</3::;;:2, and
let {an} be normalizing coefficients for it. Then A* I)ED(a) and {an}
are normalizing for A* v.

Proof. Since AED(a) and I)ED(/3), there exist sequences {an} and
{bn} in R+, and sequences {xn} and {Yn} in B for A andl), respectively
such that

lim Ta,).*n *o(xn), and lim T btl I) *n* o(Yn)
n-90 ' #_00

are stable measures of indices a and /3, respectively. Now let f1.=A * v
and zn=xn+ (a~/bn)Yn. Then, for each n

Ta.f1.*n *o(zn) = TatlA*n * Ta.I)*n *o(xn) * o( (an/bn)yn)
......:.Ta.A*n *o(xtl)*Ta./b• (Tb.Vh *o(Yn»' (3. 3)
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From Lemma 3.1 there exist slowly varying functions L t and L 2 on
[1,00) such that a,,=n- lIaL 1 (n) and b,,=n-t/PL2 (n) for every positive
integers n. Hence we have

b-=n(l/ P)-(l1 a) L t (nL
6" . ~(n)'

Since (1/,8) - (1/a) <0, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that we have
an/b,,~O as n~OO. From the equation (3.3) and the continuity of
convolution ([4J, p. 57), it follows that

lim Ta.t-t*" * o(z,,) =lim Ta.A*" * o(x,,)
"--0+00 JI.-"OO

This shows that t-t=)., * vED(a) with normalizing coefficients {a,,}.

THEOREM 3.3. If AED(a) and vED(fi), where 0<a::;;,8::;;2, and if
{a,,} and {b.. } are normalizing coefficients for A and v, respectively,
then A*vED(a) and {(a,,-a+b..-a)-lIa} are normalizing coefficients for

A* v.

Proof. Case(i) O<a<,8::;;2. Since a,,/bn~O as n~OO in the proof of
Theorem 3. 3 we have

an-a roov an-a+bn- a

where the notation u.. roov v.. means that u../vn~l as n~oo. Hence from
Theorem 3.3 it follows that A*vED(a) and {(all-a+bn-a)-lIa} are
normalizing coefficients for A* v. Case(ii) 0<a=,8::;;2. Since A, vED(a),
we can choose the centering vectors {x,,} and {y,,} in B such that

lim Ta.A*" *o(x..) =7)1 and lim Th.v*" *o(Y..) =7)2
8_00 11_00

are stable measures of index a with xo=O in the representation of
Lemma 2. 3. First, let 7)1 and 7)2 be stable measures of index 2 with the
representations [2,0, T1J and [2,0, T2J, respectively. Then for any a,
bER+ T=a2 T 1+b2 T 2 is a covariance operator from B* into B. Hence
there exists a stable measure 7) of index 2 with the representation 7)=
[2, 0, TJ. Next, let 7)1 and 7)2 be stable measures of index a (0<a<2)
with the representations [a, 0, rtJ and [a, 0, r 2J, respectively. Then for
any a, bER+ r=aar1+bar 2 is a finite measure on S. Hence it follows
from Lemma 2. 3 that there exists a stable measure 7) of index a with
the representation 7)= [a, 0, aar1+bar 2 ]. Now for any a, bER+ let r 3=

; «aloga)rt + (blogb)r2). Since r 1 and r 2 are finite measure on S and so
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if a~l

Ssllslldri(s) <00, i=1,2

Thus for each i=1,2, there exists YiEB such that

Yi=BSssdri(s)

where B stands for the Bochner integral with respect to r i on S. Hence
there exists Yo E B such that for every x' E B*,

Js(s, x')dr3 (s) = (Yo, x').

In either case a=2 or 0<a<2, for any a, bER+ there exists a stable
measure I} of index a such that for any x' E B*

/"'-..
(Tal}t + Tb1}2) (x') =nl (ax')n2 (bx')

{
n(x')

= n(x') exp{i(yo,x')} ifa=l.

Now let L 1 and L 2 be slowly varying functions on [1,00) such that
an =n-lIaL 1 (n) and bn =n-1/ aL2(n) for every positive integers n. Let's
define a function L on [1, 00) by

L(x) = (L1-a(x) +L2-a(x) )-11 a.

Then by Lemma 2. 2, L is a slowlyvatying function on [1, 00). Now
let f-l=A * v, and for each n let Pn=L(n)/L1 (n),' q,,=L(n)/L2 (n),
c;,=n-lI aL(n), and

f-ln=TcJl*n * o(Pnxn+qnYn-h(a»

where h(a) =Yo if a=l, and h(a) =0 if a"""l. Then we have, for
each n=1,2, ... , Pna+qna=l and

f.ln=Tpn(TanA*n *o(xn) * Tqn(Tbnv*n *o (Yn) *o(-h(a». (3.4)
Let's write

An=Ta)*n *o(xn), vn=Tb;J)*n *o(Yn)'

Then we have f-ln=TpnA.n * TqnlJn * o( -h(a» for each n=l, 2, ...
We now shall show that f-ln-tl} as n-too. "To show this, we first

show that {f-ln} is conditionally compact. Let {f.tm} be a subsequence of
{f-ln}. Since {Pn} is a bounded sequence in R+, the corresponding
subsequence {Pm} of {Pn} to {f-lm} has a convergent subsequence {PmW}
of {Pm} and so the corresponding subsequence {qmCk)} of {qm} is also
convergent. Thus there exists a~O and b~O such that 'PmW-ta and
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qm(k)----tb as k----too. Hence from (3.4), we have

lim,umm= Ta1Jl * Tb7J2*0 ( -h(a)) =1J.
k_oo

This shows that {,un} is conditionally compact. We next show that
tln (.) converges to i} ( •). Since

/"'- A
TpmCk)A.mm (x') ----t1}1 (ax'), Tqm(k)A.mW (x') ----t1}2 (bx')

for every x' E B*, we have

tlmw (x') ----ti}l (ax') i}2 (bx')exp {-h(a)} =1} (x').

Thus the subsequence {,um (. )} of {tln ( . )} has further convergent subse
quence {,umW (. )} which converges to i} (. ). Hence tln (. ) ----ti} (.) as
n----too. Consequently, by Lemma 2.1 ([4J, p.153), {,un} converges
weakly to a stable measure 1J of index a. This shows that A. * vED(a)
and {(an-a+bn-a)-l/a} are normalizing coefficients of A. * v.
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